Dear Dr. Hazan,

[Body of the email]

Sincerely,
[Your Name]
Methods

Study participants (n = 14) underwent testing for SARS-CoV-2 from fecal samples by whole genome enrichment NGS... RNA was extracted utilizing the Qiagen Allprep Power Fecal Kit from 200 μl of stool material...

[Note:
RNA was extracted from patient samples, not from a purified sample of an alleged virus. Hence the RNA used in your "sequencing" was a genetic soup from various sources, including patients, and not shown to involve any alleged "virus".]

... Included throughout sample processing was the SARS-CoV-2 positive control from ATCC (Heat-inactivated SARS-CoV-2, VR-1986HK

[Question:
Did you realize that your so-called SARS-CoV-2 positive control is a mixture of monkey kidney cells and fake “virus”?

“Each vial contains approximately 0.25 mL of heat-inactivated, clarified cell lysate and supernatant from Vero E6 cells infected with SARS-CoV-2 strain 2019-nCoV/USA-WA1/2020”: https://www.atcc.org/products/vr-1986hk]

...strain 2019-nCoV/USA-WA1/2020) ...

[Questions:
Did you realize that this so-called “strain” used in your study is from the fraudulent Harcourt et al. “isolation” paper where no alleged virus was isolated/purified, and no virus was shown to exist? Did you realize that the patient samples used in this CDC study had been stored in viral transport medium, and that the CDC’s SOP for viral transport medium includes fetal bovine serum and toxic drugs, and hence the samples were contaminated before the bogus “isolation” procedure even began? Did you realize that Harcourt et al. unscientifically interpreted cytopathic effects on poisoned monkey cells as proof of “the virus” and passed this as “isolation”? Did you realize that Harcourt et al. also manufactured, rather than discovered, their so-called "genome"? Did you realize that Harcourt et al. did not isolate/purify any alleged "virus" even from the monkey cell culture? Did you realize that no one on the planet has ever purified a sample of any alleged virus, then characterized IT, sequenced IT and studied IT with controlled experiments?]
Dear Dr. Hazan,

Thank you, however what you've sent does not help.
Re: Detection of SARS-CoV-2 from patient fecal samples by whole genome sequencing

"Study participants underwent testing for SARS-CoV-2 from fecal samples by whole genome enrichment NGS (n = 14), and RT-PCR nasopharyngeal swab analysis (n = 12)."

The obvious problems here are that no "test" of any sort could ever be validated without a gold standard - in this case "the virus" itself. And, even if a gold standard were available (which has never happened in the history of virology), PCR would be utterly incapable of ever confirming the presence of a virus, no matter how many cycles are run. PCR only "detects" sequences, not diseases, any amount of alleged virus, or even an alleged genome. 10 major problems have been identified with the "covid" PCR tests. These tests are a joke, even to the virus-believers.

And so-called "genomes" fabricated from sequences (allegedly detected in a genetic soup (extracted from poop or any other patient sample, or from a cell culture), with all due respect, are 100% worthless, meaningless and fraudulent.

Re: The missing microbes: Bifidobacterium and Faecalibacterium depletion and loss of microbiome diversity as potential susceptibility markers for SARS-CoV-2 infection and severity
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.09.02.21262832v1

“To compare gut microbiome diversity and composition in SARS-CoV-2 polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-confirmed positive patients whose symptoms ranged from asymptomatic to severe versus PCR-negative exposed controls.”

Again, more meaningless and fraudulent PCR tests, zero proof of any "virus".

Re: Effectiveness of Ivermectin-Based Multidrug Therapy in Severe Hypoxic Ambulatory COVID-19 Patients
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.07.06.21259924v1.full

"Subjects were given the opportunity to participate in this open label trial with IRB oversight once the diagnosis was made via swab RT-qPCR testing."

More meaningless and fraudulent PCR tests, zero proof of any "virus".

No "virus" was ever isolated/purified in Wuhan either. There is no valid "Wuhan strain". No "virus" was identified, characterized, sequenced or shown to spread disease.

I challenge anyone to prove me wrong. Cite a paper where "the virus" was proven to exist in Wuhan

What did happen in Wuhan:
Once Upon a Time in Wuhan – Dr. Sam Bailey

Best wishes,
Christine

[Quoted text hidden]
If you’re going to talk shit about me or my research you might As well buy my book LET’s TALK SHIT . You’ll find it’s my expertise and I’m not full of it.

The beauty of science and medicine is that it is immune to criticism because the whole point of science is to challenge the narrative. Remember all my trials are watched by the FDA. In fact they came to my office last month. They were mostly interested in who was trying to destroy my research. I see the sequencing and the clinical data and sponsored my own research for one purpose. For me to see the data to protect the 9 drs in my family on the frontline. Believe it don’t believe it. No skin off my back. Know that those 3papers cost me personally over half a million of my savings . None paid for my research. My research saved my life, my brother and my friends and patients. Lost none this whole pandemic and realized that what saved me was my microbiome. It was money well spent. There are 2 kinds of people in the world those who build, love, find solutions and those who hate, destroy and find problems. I find the second group has a gut dysbiosis and usually requires fecal transplant.

Namaste
Peace and love

Sabine Hazan Steinberg MD
Gastroenterology/Hepatology/Internal Medicine
CEO Ventura Clinical trials
CEO PROGENABIOME
CEO Malibu Specialty Center
1835 KNOLL Dr, Ventura, CA, 93003
28990 PCH suite 205, Malibu, CA, 90265
"science" so it could hardly be "settled science". Yet this, and equally bizarre procedures, are what's passed off as "virus isolation" in those mountains of data you refer to.

I asked for proof of a virus and was provided results from a never-validated (and impossible to validate) PCR "test" that doesn't even try to detect alleged viruses, and "genomes" fabricated from the genetic soup in a patient's poop and wild assumptions. And zero data demonstrating causation of any disease.

I pointed out specific flaws in Dr. Hazan's study. You may have noticed that no one has countered even 1 of my comments and no one has provided any proof of any virus, which would be so easy if there really were mountains of science proving their existence.

MDs have a duty to their patients to not provide fraudulent diagnoses and to not administer meaningless, never-validated tests, and to not administer treatments for things that have never been shown to exist, so I'm surprised that none of this seems to concern you.

Dr. Hazan -

I don't see details of your PCR protocol - is this available? Specifically, I'm looking for the particular sequence(s) you targeted and how many cycles were run on your PCR tests. Also whether you used a kit from a particular manufacturer.

Thanks and best wishes,
Christine
What’s your background?
Where are your publications?
Who are you?

Sabine Hazan Steinberg MD
Gastroenterology/Hepatology/Internal Medicine
CEO Ventura Clinical trials
CEO PROGENABIOME
CEO Malibu Specialty Center
1835 KNOLL Dr, Ventura, CA, 93003
28990 PCH suite 205, Malibu, CA, 90265
www.venturACLINICALTRIALS.com
www.progenabiome.com
Biostatistics, in cancer research. My publications are online like everyone else's.

But who cares? My background has nothing to do with proving viruses exist. Logic is logic.
Re: Are We Overreacting to Omicron? * Brownstone Institute

Dr. Sabine Hazan <drhazan@progenabiome.com>
To: Christine Massey <cmssyc@gmail.com>

Sat, Nov 27, 2021 at 5:26 PM

You haven’t touched one Covid patient then? You haven’t seen or smelled the virus up close right?

Sabine Hazan Steinberg MD
Gastroenterology/Hepatology/Internal Medicine
CEO  Ventura Clinical trials
CEO PROGENABIOME
CEO Malibu Specialty Center
1835 KNOLL Dr, Ventura, CA, 93003
28990 PCH suite 205, Malibu, CA, 90265
www.venturaclinicaltrials.com
www.progenabiome.com
Tel: 8053390549
Change the topic much, Dr. Hazan?

Ad hominen attack much, Dr. Hazan?

"Smell the virus"?

WHAT VIRUS, Dr. Hazan?

[Quoted text hidden]
Re: Are We Overreacting to Omicron? ☆ Brownstone Institute

Dr. Sabine Hazan <drhazan@progenabiome.com>
To: Christine Massey <cmssyc@gmail.com>

That’s right DR something you’re not and never will be.
All my best

Sabine Hazan Steinberg MD
Gastroenterology/Hepatology/Internal Medicine
CEO Ventura Clinical trials
CEO PROGENABIOME
You sound like you're coming unhinged, Dr. Hazan.

And for the record, I've never had any desire to be an MD, especially since learning that medical care is now a leading cause of death.

[Quoted text hidden]
Re: Are We Overreacting to Omicron? ☆ Brownstone Institute

Dr. Sabine Hazan <drhazan@progenabiome.com>
To: Christine Massey <cmssyc@gmail.com>

Sure sure sure !!!
That’s what all insecure scientists say.

Sabine Hazan Steinberg MD
Gastroenterology/Hepatology/Internal Medicine
CEO, Nexus Clinical Labs
Re: Are We Overreacting to Omicron?  ★ Brownstone Institute

Christine Massey <cmssyc@gmail.com>
To: "Dr. Sabine Hazan" <drhazan@progenabiome.com>

Yawn. Let me know if/when you’re ever ready to discuss the actual science.

[Quoted text hidden]
You know Fda watches all my emails right?
All my best
Signing off
Not sharing any of my research or work. Do your own research. I spent my money for me to see the truth. I didn’t need to share nor do I ever need to share. Call me if you ever need fecal transplant. That’s my expertise. Till then no need to discuss any further.

Sabine Hazan Steinberg MD
Gastroenterology/Hepatology/Internal Medicine
CEO Ventura Clinical trials
CEO PROGENABIOME
CEO Malibu Specialty Center
Dr. Hazan, are you trying to frighten me, or making excuses for your publications that have nothing to do with a virus?

And have you forgotten this statement in one of the studies you sent me?

**Availability of data and materials**
*The datasets used and/or analyzed during the current study are available from the corresponding author on reasonable request.*

FYI, I already did my research on "viruses", and it's all publicly available:
https://www.fluoridefreepeel.ca/fois-reveal-that-health-science-institutions-around-the-world-have-no-record-of-sars-cov-2-isolation-purification/
https://www.fluoridefreepeel.ca/fois-reveal-that-health-science-institutions-have-no-record-of-any-virus-having-been-isolated-purified-virology-isnt-a-science/